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01
PROFILE
let me introduce myself



PRO
FILE
PRO
FILE

Hello, i’m Nandhito Sam Pramudana ! you can call me "Dhito" .

Me experienced as an Android Developer with a demonstrated 
history of working in the computer software industry and interested
to becoming an graphic designer / UI UX.

Experienced engineering with Students who focus on Computer 
Software and Media Applications from SMK IDN. 



SKILL
#Android Skills

#Design Skills

- Parsing data JSON
- API Retrofit
- Greendao
- CRUD
- Fragment
- Web View
- Codeigniter
- MVP (Model – View – Presenter)
- Git Collaboration
- XML Layouting
- Database PHP & MySQL
- Recyler View
- Navigation Drawer
- Media Player
- View Pager
- Shared Preference

- Adobe XD
- Sketch
- Adobe Photoshop
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PROJECT

check out my work



Tab - bung
app project #001

This application functions to manage santri pocket money, the 
system of which is pocket money entrusted by the teacher, and 
this application makes it easy for teachers to add the status of the 
amount of income and expenditure of santri pocket money.

I worked on this project with two of my friends namely Haidar and 
Alim. we are working on this project to complete UJIKOM.

Method Used :

Android Java, Card View, Fragment App, Database PHP, Retrofit,
Bottom Navigation, SharedPreference, RecyclerView



Jogja Food
app project #002

This application displays a variety of food and beverages typical 
of the region Yogyakarta it is applied also shows the famous 
restaurant in the city of Yogyakarta.

I worked on this project at the beginning I learned android, here I 
want to try some functions that I have learned from YouTube and 
others, and also this project I want to submit to school to be 
uploaded on Playstore using a school account

Method Used :

Android Java, Card View, List View, Array List, Image View



Absensi Meridian
UI UX project #001

For this ui ux project I got when I was intern on the meridian id, I 
worked on the design of the attendance application, at first I also 
participated coding in this application but not too much so I only 
included the portfolio for the design.

Software Used :

Sketch



Shirt Design (Hannya Koi)

This design was the first time I worked on it because I got an 
order to shirt design from my sister's business, I got the concept 
for this design from a tattoo in Japan, which is hannya koi which 
symbolizes bravery in the face of situations that may cause one to
be realistic and vengeful.

Software Used :

Adobe Photoshop

graphic design project #001



Poster Design (Liberty Statue)

For this design I just tried to make it to implement the lessons that 
I have learned from looking at various tutorials on YouTube and 
trying to apply ideas that I have explored from social media.

At first this design was included in one of the orders from my sister's
business but due to constraints from screen printing so this design 
was canceled from the catalog, but I still included this work in my 
portfolio.

Software Used :

Adobe Photoshop

graphic design project #002



Poster Design (Apollo Belvedere)

The idea of this design was inspired by one of the posters on social 
media, I tried to follow it and change it a little and replace the 
concept with my own.

This design is also the same as Liberty design which before was 
one of the catalogs from my sister's business.

Software Used :

Adobe Photoshop

graphic design project #003



Socmed Poster 
(The Eagle Course)

This is a project that I got when there was an event from school 
that is business survival in the city of Pare, there we were only 
given a provision of 50,000 and there we were ordered to find our 
own money to eat and to go home.

I tried to offer social media poster design services to several 
courses in Pare, and finally I got one course, The Eagle, and for 
my team, Alhamdulillah, I had enough money to eat and go home.

Software Used :

Sketch

graphic design project #004
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EXPERIENCE

some experience that I got 
for 3 years



LEADERSHIP
CAMP



When I first entered IDN's Vocational High School, during the 
orientation period the school students held a leadership camp event 
aimed at building a spirit of leadership and cooperation.

This event lasted 3 days, in this event the team was divided into classy
useful to get to know each other too, before leaving we warmed up 
first and made various preparations because when the event started 
we were not allowed to take a shower.



When I first entered IDN's Vocational High School, during the 
orientation period the school students held a leadership camp event 
aimed at building a spirit of leadership and cooperation.

This event lasted 3 days, in this event the team was divided into classy
useful to get to know each other too, before leaving we warmed up 
first and made various preparations because when the event started 
we were not allowed to take a shower.

We traced the forest and at that time we were given a compass to get 
to the point where we would set up a camp together, and my friend 
who understood how to read the compass led the way, on the way 
the most frequently complained problem was the water supply, so 
we had to save water.

When we arrived at the camp site we started to build a tent and it was
very coincidental when we set up a heavy rain tent, at night we were 
given the task to look for 4 black boxes that had been distributed 
around the forest, the rules when we found the box we should not 
touch it because the box was compared to a corpse, so we lifted it 
on a stretcher, and before finding the box we shouldn't sleep.

The event was over and we all returned to school, and cleaned clothes 
and bodies that had not been exposed to clean water for a long time.



ENGLISH &
QUR’AN CAMP

After the leadership camp, during the orientation period the students 
organized an English camp, for 1 month we learned English there 
where we were trained for speaking and if in class we used Indonesian 
would be penalized ie speaking on the roadside with a loud voice or
with a loud face powdered.

After the English Camp Program the orientation committee also held 
a Quran Camp where we were given a target of 3 juz to memorize 
within 1 month, we were given time to memorize from morning to 
night and deposit it.



TEACHING ANDROID
WORKSHOP AT
BALIKPAPAN



There we taught for 2 days at SMP Mutiara Rahmah, we taught basic
android material, because participants used their laptops so we had 
several obstacles starting from the time of installing android studio, 
there were lots of laptops from participants who did not have enough
specifications.

but during the teachings Alhamdulillah all went smoothly there were 
no obstacles, although there were many of the participants who had
strange errors.

Me and my friend were invited by my homeroom teacher to attend one
of the tech in asia events in bandung, there we listened to several 
speakers talking about technology from starting application and game 
programming which was explained by one of the famous start ups 
namely agate.

TECH IN ASIA EVENT



When entering class 2 vocational high school, me and my friend 
registered to take part in the hackathon patrakomala held at Atlantic 
City Hotel, Bandung, when we got there we were invited to have 
breakfast together in the hotel lobby, and after eating we went to the 
rooftop hotel where it was where the competition was held, we 
listened to the opening and explanation from the committee.

there we were told to look for people to be interviewed about 
complaints from bandung, and from there we got the idea to make an 
application to report events that occurred in bandung, there we
worked on the application until morning accompanied by food and 
live music.

that was my first experience working on the application until I really 
felt tired, but in this hackathon we did not win and only got an award 
medal.

PATRAKOMALA
HACKATHON



We departed by train to jogja, when we arrived we were divided into 
teams and per team was divided into 4 people, our station was given 
by our teacher to ask 50K for lunch, it's up to eat or for business 
capital and we also supply mineral water and 2 packs of instant noodles,
where we take quite a lot of mineral water for resale and we sell it 
apparently where our school bought the mineral water, but it's ok, that
the mineral water is purchased back by the shop.

After all the teams split up from our station we started selling the 
remaining mineral water in the bag to the people around and 
Alhamdulillah everything was sold, there we looked for work and we 
thought of being dishwashers in a small japanese restaurant, when the 
four of us applied to be dishwashers were rejected and we were 
advised to guard the warehouse from the restaurant bos.

JOGJA BUSINESS
SURVIVAL



Business survival this time is different from the methods in Jogja 
before, when in Jogja we are not allowed to bring money, cellphones 
and laptops but if in pare we are only not allowed to bring money, so 
for this method of making money in Pare we use computer skills, we 
went to Pare using the bus, when we got in Pare we were ordered a 
bed in one of the camps there by the school.

PARE BUSINESS
SURVIVAL

When we arrived in our warehouse we were directed by our boss he 
said all the goods in this warehouse you can sell everything later if 
you sell the results divided into two, after that we start to organize 
and clean the warehouse is very dirty, but it's okay at least we already 
have a place to live to live for a week in Jogja.

we sell these items to the junk seller and thank God many were sold 
out of the many items in the warehouse. if not mistaken of these items
we got an income of 3 million and shared by our boss 1 million for our 
food and back to home needs.



TEACHING ANDROID AT
SMKN 2 SUKABUMI

because we came to look for cooperation from the courses in Pare, 
finally there was one large course there called BEC that invited us all 
to have a meeting and the owner of this BEC would help us by means 
of, he would hold a meeting of several course owners to listen to our 
presentation about our skills so if anyone is interested can immediately 
apply for cooperation.

our team, the design team, got quite a lot of orders to make a social 
media poster design, we worked with them and worked on all the 
orders, we were in pare for a month collecting money and from the 
money to eat and go home there I get a lot of experience from looking 
for projects to face the many will of the client.



After I came home from Pare my friend got an invitation to teach and I 
was invited by my friend to take part in teaching, before we taught we 
prepared all kinds of material and repeated knowledge of android by 
attending free training at ima studio because we haven't held an 
android for a long time.

After we prepared everything, we went to Sukabumi by train, when 
we arrived at Sukabumi we stayed at the principal's house, the next 
day we started teaching and we gave advance material because they
already understood the basics of Android, and Alhamdulillah they all 
had installed Android Studio software, so there is no installation 
schedule for teachers.

the facilities provided by this school were satisfactory, we were given 
a place to stay for a week and a decent meal, there we only taught for 
3 days, and Alhamdulillah everything went smoothly.



As the name implies mission impossible means we will be given a 
mission that does not make sense by the school, there we are told to 
sell tissue, mineral water, and pens at expensive prices, for example 
with one pen we sell at 50K, we are sent to various big places around 
the school to sell it when car free day, there we rely on the ability to 
speak so that everything can be achieved.

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE



I and two of my friends took part in a competition in the field of 
design organized by Gajah Mada University, the theme of the design in 
this competition was culture, and when I finished completing the 
design we went on to the next stage which was to make a demo video 
and upload it to YouTube.

But unfortunately in this competition our team did not win.

PARTICIPATED
COMPETITION UX
DESIGN FIND IT 2O18

This is my first experience teaching, here me and my classmates teach
students about iOS material from basic to intermediate, this training 
lasts for 3 days, from this training I began to get used to speaking in 
public and more thoroughly because I often help participants who 
incorrect coding.

TEACHING IOS
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BACKPACKER

my experience visiting abroad



SINGAPORE
SINGAPORE

This is my first experience abroad, our school held an event to go to
Malaysia and Singapore, where we were given the task of 
conducting comparative studies to universities in Singapore, sharing
with Indonesian workers who worked there, interviewing residents.

We departed from Soekarno Hatta Airport to Changi Airport, when 
we got there we immediately looked for hostels that had been 
booked by our school, because we arrived in Singapore it was night 
we look for food after eating we went straight back to the hostel 
and rest.

the next day we were ordered to gather at the merlion in the morning,
after breakfast we went straight to the merlion and played there, 
there I first tried Lrt.



SENTOSA ISLAND

UNIVERSAL STUDIO

The next day my friend and I tried to walk to a place other than the 
merlion we went to sentosa island to see the atmosphere of the beach
besides the coast of Indonesia, when we got there we sat on the 
beach and we saw a lot of cargo ships there.

After returning from Sentosa Island we tried to go to Chinatown to 
buy all kinds of things, some bought shoes and clothes, then we visited
sharing with workers who worked in Singapore.

Ok, here we don't go inside because we don't have enough allowance
haha, we just take a lot of photos at the universal statue and tour 
around it.



Last night in singapore my rental time at the hostel that was rented 
by the school was up, my friend there who followed the teacher to 
stay around the merlion, but I did not want to follow finally I booked 
another hostel with my friend to get a more comfortable sleep.

singapore
selesai.



MALAYSIA
MALAYSIA

From Singapore to Malaysia we departed by bus, when we got to 
Malaysia we all took a short break at the mosque and do shubuh, 
after that we all went to hostels that had been ordered by the school.

in malaysia i didn't have much road experience there i only visited the 
petronas tower and bought some clothes at a mall near there, we 
were in malaysia only 2 days a night.
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INTERNSHIP

my experience during the 
internship



The first office I did for internship was Meridian.id which was in 
Bandung, on my first day there I was invited to eat together because it
happened to be Meridian.id's birthday, and from there I also took the
opportunity to get to know each other with brother who works there.

The first week I was given the task of repeating java fundamentals in 
order to understand and remember the basics of java, and at the 
beginning of the week I was still sleeping in an office room, so my 
initial task was to study the work system there.

The MVP method there is also different from the MVP that I used when
I was at school so it was true that I only entered the project at 
Meridian.id when I had spent half a month learning new material and
the system worked.

The first project that I made with other internal children was an 
attendance project where I became a UX UU designer and also helped
a little for coding logic, then the boss told me a month before leaving
Meridian.id to make an application with functions that were learned
from yesterday's material.

I took intern in the meridian for 3 months, and from the final project
that I want to work on is the drink ordering application, which is more
in detail the ordering tea puller application, there I made a day of all
kinds of ideas and ui ux and an explanation of its functions one by one
to be presented tomorrow next day the staff and boss.

I got the idea from this application because I wanted to make an 
application from my family's business, when I presented it, I 

MERIDIAN.ID



immediately tried to make the application, to track work time there 
using Toggl, an application that calculates our work time.



My second intern place is Andhana which is in East Jakarta, there I took
intern for 1 and a half months and got a web application project, i 
learned laravel in intern for 2 weeks then i got into the project.

There I worked on a web application project that functions to manage 
data from a company that is almost the same way it works like email 
but only for personal use.

for uniforms there must be formal, unlike in my previous intern places
that can wear casual clothes, and also an internship in Andhana this is
one of my challenges because I never learned about the web, so I 
want to take experience in the web world.

ANDHANA
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ACHIEVMENTS

let's look at some of my 
achievements



ACHIEVMENTS
let's see what I have been producing for 
the past 3 years

selling shirt
teaching
business survival
project

03juz
earning

from

HAVE ONE
BOOK

5.6jt



android beginner dicoding 
certificate

tahfidz certificate



THATS
ALL FROM

ME
Praise and Gratitude to God Almighty Allah Subhanahu

wa ta’ala the creator of this universe. Because it
still gaves me health, ability, and intelligence. So that
i can complete this Portfolio wellness. I also do not

forget to thank to my parent, friends, mr. Rizad and
my friends who have helped and supported me, so
that I can finish this Portfolio, i realize that in this
portfolio is not perfect, therefore I as a writer

accepts criticsm and suggestions to improve my 
portfolio.



“ADIOS”


